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Multi-system Virtualization with z/VM Single System Image (SSI) 

• VMSSI was a priced feature prior to z/VM 7.1, now included for free

• Up to 4 z/VM instances (members) in a single system image (SSI) cluster

• Same or different CECs

• Provides a set of shared resources for the z/VM systems and their hosted virtual machines

• Managed as a single resource pool

• Live Guest Relocation provides virtual server mobility  

• Move Linux virtual servers (guests) non-disruptively from one from one member of the cluster to 
another

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So, again, SSI is our (newly free) solution to multi-system clustering and management in z/VM. Sometimes I hear people draw the comparison to the concept of a z/OS sysplex, although that is more like comparing apples and oranges. Both our clustering technologies, yes, but…z/OS more focused on data sharing between systems than VM?SSI allows up to 4 VM instances to be in a single SSI cluster. They can be different LPARS on the same CEC, or on entirely different CECS. The key advantages of SSI are that you can have a defined set of shared resources among the cluster, making management of multi-VM environments easier, resource allocation and management easier, and you can enable the ability to move a live running linux guest from one VM instance to another without an outage to the guest. That function (LGR) will be the central topic for part 2 of our SSI discussion.
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z/VM Single System Image (SSI) Cluster

• Common resource pool accessible from all members

• Shared disks for system and virtual server data
• Common network access

• All members of an SSI cluster are part of the same ISFC collection

• CP validates and manages all resource and data sharing

• Uses ISFC messages that flow across channel-to-channel (CTC) connections between members
• No virtual servers required

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So, when we talk about the resources that are shared between members of an SSI, what do we mean? We primarily mean shared disks for the data used by CP or by our virtual servers, and perhaps common network access….anything, more or less, that can help simplify the management costs of many zVM systems.Now, to achieve this clustering and sharing, we need to be able to talk with the members of our cluster, and that is done by making sure all members are part of the same “inter system facility for communication” or ISFC collection. This basically means that we have CTC connections from each system to eachother. CPs job is to use those CTC connections to validate and manage all of the resource and data sharing across the cluster (with ISFC messaging). This is entirely done by CP, and CP alone. It does not require a special server to be an arbitrator or anything like that, which is very beneficial from a reliability, and maintenance perspective.
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Benefits and Uses of z/VM SSI clusters

• Horizontal growth of z/VM workloads
• Increased control over server sprawl
• Distribution and balancing of resources and workloads

• Flexibility for planned outages for service and migration (Less disruptive to virtual server workloads)
• z/VM
• Hardware

• Workload testing
• Different service/release levels
• Various environments (stress, etc.)
• New/changed workloads and applications can be tested before moving into production

• Simplified system management of a multi-z/VM environment
• Concurrent installation of multiple-system cluster
• Single maintenance stream
• Reliable sharing of resources and data

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The benefits come in a variety of different ways. Right off the bat what SSI helps us with is the avoidance of server sprawl (in other words, a growing number of VM servers which become overly cumbersome to manage by a system administrator). Management of 1 cluster is much easier than management of 4 individual systems, and we’ll see why in just a second.The big advantage of SSI outside of reduced management costs is the ability to handle and manage planned outages without significant disruption to the workloads that our VM guests are running. We’ll get into more of this when we talk about LGR, but with SSI we can offload Linux workload from a member of our cluster, to another member of the same cluster, allowing us to do the necessary maintenance, without taking an outage to our linux guests.We’ve also seen clients use SSI to simplify and manage the testing of new workloads. Because you can have a cluster with members of different hardware and software levels, you can test out workloads in the various combinations of environments before you move into production. 
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SSI Cluster Considerations

• Physical systems must be close enough to allow…

• FICON CTC connections
• Shared DASD
• Common network and disk fabric connections

• Installation to SCSI devices is not supported

• Guests may use SCSI devices

• If using RACF, the database must reside on a fullpack 3390 volume

• Single RACF database shared by all members of the cluster

• Live Guest Relocation is only supported for Linux on System Z guests

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So it’s always dangerous to walk blindly into something without understanding the big considerations, and SSI is no different. So a couple of things for us to be aware of; There are of course the physical considerations of where our systems are physically located wrt one another, and to the shared resources we need for the cluster. These limitations and considerations are what they’ve always been. We need the cables to be long enogh to connect our systems.A couple less obvious considerations. The install needs to be to a 3390, you can’t install to a FVA SCSI device. That doesn’t mean you can’t use SCSI in your systems for guest use, you just can’t install to them.If you’re using RACF it’s got to be on a fullpack 3390 volume because the database will be shared to all members of the cluster. If you usually configure a primary AND a backup RACF database, they EACH need to be fullpack. And as I hinted at before, we only support LGR for linux guests of VM. Knowing what workload you run is important. If you don’t really run linux, then one of the big strengths of SSI goes away and you may have to decide if the centralized management and resource allocation benefits are worth doing the SSI.
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Live Guest Relocation

• Relocate a running Linux virtual server (guest) from one member of an SSI cluster to another

• Load Balancing
• Move workload off a member requiring maintenance

• VMRELOCATE command initiates and manages live guest relocations

• Check status of relocations in progress
• Cancel a relocation in progress
(Relocations are NOT automatically done by the system)

• Guests continue to run on source member while they are being relocated

• Briefly quiesced
• Resumed on destination member

• If a relocation fails or is cancelled, the guest continues to run on the source member

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So we will break this down into a lot more detail next week, but LGR and SSI go hand in hand. We talked about the moving of workload for maintenance, but we also might move workload around to get a better over balancing of our workload. The actual relocation itself is done with the VMRELOCATE command, which has a few different flavors with it. You can do things like test out if a relocation is going to work, check the status of a relocation currently in progress, modify the parameters by which a relocation in progress operates, cancel a relocation. All sorts of commands at our disposal, but this is a manual process, and one we’ll dissect next week. (though you can automate it *wave, gdps etc..)
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Live Guest Relocation…

• Relocation capacity is determined by various factors (e.g. system load, ISFC bandwidth, etc)

• In order to be relocated, a guest must meet eligibility requirements, including:

• The architecture and functional environment on destination member must be comparable
• Relocation domains can be used to define sets of members among which guests can relocate 

freely.

• Devices and resources used by the guest must be shared and available on the destination 
member

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The key bit about relocation that we need to understand now for part 1, is that it’s not a free process. We need to make sure that whoever we’re relocating too, has enough resource capacity to handle the overhead of relocation;We need to make sure that our target member has at least as much capability as the member we’re currently running on (in otherwords don’t take away from a guest what he already thinks he has. Just a quick analogy on that, I have a wonderful dog that brings me a lot of joy and happiness, and sometimes I reward him with a rawhide to enjoy. He REALLY loves rawhides and once I give him one, I can’t take it away otherwise he turns into a hellhound out for blood. So just like I can’t take a rawhide away once it’s already given, I can’t downgrade a guests capability once he’s been told he has that capability.And finally we also need to be sure that the resources our guest is using is available on the target. 
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Major Attributes of a z/VM 
SSI Cluster

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Ok, so let’s break things down into our major SSI attributes
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Member 3

Member 1

Member 4

Member 2

Shared volumes

Multiple CTCs for ISFC-based
SSI communications

z/VM SSI Cluster

Common LAN for guest IP communications
(optionally, with shared SAN for guest FCP connections)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In order to do just that, I like to show the overall picture of our SSI so we can refer to this as we begin to break it down. This is the common picture we like to show of how a 4 member SSI cluster might look. Each of our 4 members have some volumes shared, which hold some very important house keeping information as well as any of that shared data we need for relocations.Now not everything needs to be shared, so each member can have it’s local data as well. WE see how the CTCs connect all of our systems together for our ISFC messaging, and we see that our guests are connected to a common LAN for guest IP communications.
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Multisystem Installation

• SSI cluster can be created with a single z/VM install
• Cluster information is specified on installation panels

• Member names
• Volume information
• Channel-to-channel connections for ISFC

• Specified number of members are installed and configured as an SSI cluster
• Shared system configuration file
• Shared source directory

• Non-SSI single system installation also available
• System resources defined in same way as for SSI

• Facilitates later conversion to an SSI cluster

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The first major attribute of SSI is right at the beginning with installation. When you go through the installation procedure, you can create an SSI cluster without having to actually do multiple system installations. You can provide on the install panel all the information needed for the cluster definition including the names of our members, the names of the LPARS where our systems will be IPL’d, information about our DASD and CTC configurations. The installation process will install the VM images and provide a common system configuration file and a common source directory. -The installation process is all about flexibility though, so you don’t have to do a full SSI installation right off the bat. Or maybe you want to configure for more members than you will be installing from day 1. So in the first case, of a non-SSI installation, the process will still define the system config, directory, dasd layout, all that stuff in a compatible way, such that conversion to an SSI later on would be a lot easier. Likewise if you want to create the structure for more members (let’s say you define for 4 members, even though you only have 3 right now), it’ll create the placeholder for the 4th member and let you activate the image whenever you’re ready to bring on that 4th member.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The next couple slides talk to an attribute of SSI that is the backbone for a single maintenance stream. Before I get into what that means, and how the maintenance stream looks, we need to understand the basic organization of DASD volumes and minidisks. First thing we see here are our cluster wide disks. First starting with the common volume, which we give the default name of VMCOM1. This is where we have the shared data files for the SSI cluster, like the SSI persistent data record (we’ll talk about what that is more in just a second), the shared minidisks owned by the PMAINT userid, which has our System Config, our source directory, and the VMSES/E inventory disk which is required for install and service purposes.We then see our 2nd set of shared minidisks for each of the releases in our cluster. So this is where service for each of our releases is loaded and managed.We then have our system volumes for each member (M01RES and M02RES). These are member specific and not shared. These have the warmstart and checkpoint areas, the object directory, and our standard system minidisks. We have the paging volumes which are also member specific and non shared, and spool volumes which are a little different because they MUST be shared.
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DASD Volumes and Minidisks

1

CF2

MAINT710

51D

490493

CF1 CF3

MAINT
193 190

19E19D

191

Member 2

Single Maintenance Stream per release

1. Logon to MAINT710 on either member and run 
SERVICE

Service applied privately to each member

2. Logon to MAINT710 on Member 1 and 
PUT2PROD

3. Logon to MAINT710 on Member 2 and 
PUT2PROD

CF1 CF3

MAINT
193 190

19E19D

191

Member 1

RSU

PUT2PROD

SERVICE

PUT2PROD

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
SO understanding how the dasd is broken down, we can now look at what we mean when we say single maintenance stream.  So, for each release in a cluster, there are a set of service minidisks managed by a maintenance userid MAINTvrm (top right).  Each MEMBER in a cluster has a separate production disk which lets us push service into production individually. When we are ready to do that we follow a very simple process1: Logon to MAINT710 (on any member), and run SERVICE to install the RSU or COR  to the minidisk2: Long on to the MAINT710 on the specific member you want the service appliced, and use PUT2PROD to push the service changes to the appropriate production disks.
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Shared System Configuration File
• Resides on shared parm disk

• PMAINT CF0
• Can include member-specific configuration statements

• Record qualifiers
• New BEGIN/END blocks

• Define each member’s system name
• Enhanced SYSTEM_IDENTIFIER statement

• LPAR name can be matched to define system name
System_Identifier LPAR LP1 VMSYS01

• System name can be set to the LPAR name
System_Identifier LPAR *  &LPARNAME

• Define cluster configuration (cluster name and member names) 
SSI CLUSTERA  PDR_VOLUME VMCOM1,

SLOT 1 VMSYS01,         
SLOT 2 VMSYS02,
SLOT 3 VMSYS03,      
SLOT 4 VMSYS04

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Now remember, on our shared cluster wide disks, we have a shared system configuration file. SO, how with a single system config for all members, how do we taylor that for the specifc needs of each of our systems? Well we achieve that with member specific record qualifiers. The first record in the config is a series of system_identifier statements which denote the members of our cluster, and which LPARS they will be brought up in. You can optionally choose to set the system name to BE the LPAR name if you so desire, but the system name defined will be what is used as the member specific record qualifiers that we use to taylor this file for each of our guests.We also in the config file, define our cluster configuration which denotes our PDR volume (again, more on what the PDR is just a little later), and we define which slots our systems will occupy. 
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Shared System Configuration File…
• Identify direct ISFC links between members

• One set of statements for each member

VMSYS01: BEGIN                                            
ACTIVATE ISLINK 912A   /* Member 1 TO Member 2 */
ACTIVATE ISLINK 913A   /* Member 1 TO Member 3 */
ACTIVATE ISLINK 914A   /* Member 1 TO Member 4 */

VMSYS01: END

• Define CP Owned volumes
• Shared

• SSI common volume
• Spool

• Private
• Sysres
• Paging
• Tdisk

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We also, in the config file, define our ISLINKS which define the logical CTC connections between this member and each other member of the configuration. And we of course define all of our CP_owned volumes, be them shared, or private as per our usual system config practice.
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Shared System Configuration File – CP-Owned Volumes
/***********************************************************/
/*                                     SYSRES  VOLUME      */
/***********************************************************/
VMSYS01: CP_Owned Slot   1  M01RES
VMSYS02: CP_Owned Slot   1  M02RES
VMSYS03: CP_Owned Slot   1  M03RES
VMSYS04: CP_Owned Slot   1  M04RES

/***********************************************************/
/*                                     COMMON VOLUME       */
/***********************************************************/
CP_Owned Slot   5  VMCOM1 

/***********************************************************/
/*                                    DUMP & SPOOL VOLUMES */
/* Dump and spool volumes begin with slot 10 and are       */
/* assigned in ascending order, without regard to the      */
/* system that owns them. */
/***********************************************************/
CP_Owned Slot  10  M01S01
CP_Owned Slot  11  M02S01
CP_Owned Slot  12  M03S01
CP_Owned Slot  13  M04S01

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is how you would see the CP_Owned volumes defined. Again, because this is a shared config file, to define a non-shared volume for a specifc member, you need to start it with the record qualifier of the system name we defined at the top of the file. We’ll do this for SYSRES Volumes and the paging/tdisk I’ll show on the next slide. You’ll notice here that the common volumes, and spool volumes are not qualified to a specific member, because they are shared. 
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Shared System Configuration File – CP-Owned Volumes
/***********************************************************/
/*                                    PAGE & TDISK VOLUMES */
/* To avoid interference with spool volumes and to         */
/* automatically have all unused slots defined as          */ 
/* "Reserved", begin with slot 255 and assign them in      */
/* descending order.                                       */
/***********************************************************/
VMSYS01: BEGIN

CP_Owned Slot 254 M01T01
CP_Owned Slot 255 M01P01

VMSYS01: END

VMSYS02: BEGIN
CP_Owned Slot 254 M02T01
CP_Owned Slot 255 M02P01

VMSYS02: END

VMSYS03: BEGIN
CP_Owned Slot 254 M03T01
CP_Owned Slot 255 M03P01

VMSYS03: END

VMSYS04: BEGIN
CP_Owned Slot 254 M04T01
CP_Owned Slot 255 M04P01

VMSYS04: END

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So this shows our paging and tdisk volumes in our config. One thing to note here is that unlike the spool and dump volume definitions, we’ll define the page and tdisk starting in slot 255 and working backwards. We do this to avoid any conflicts with the shared spool/dump volumes as that would not be a good thing. 
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Persistent Data Record  (PDR)
formssi display efe0

HCPPDF6618I Persistent Data Record on device EFE0 (label VMCOM1) is for CLUSTERA
HCPPDF6619I PDR state: Unlocked
HCPPDF6619I time stamp: 07/11/10 21:22:03
HCPPDF6619I         cross-system timeouts: Enabled
HCPPDF6619I PDR    slot 1          system: VMSYS01
HCPPDF6619I state: Joined
HCPPDF6619I time stamp: 07/11/10 21:22:00
HCPPDF6619I last change: VMSYS01
HCPPDF6619I PDR    slot 2          system: VMSYS02
HCPPDF6619I                         state: Joined
HCPPDF6619I                    time stamp: 07/11/10 21:21:40
HCPPDF6619I                   last change: VMSYS02
HCPPDF6619I PDR    slot 3          system: VMSYS03
HCPPDF6619I                         state: Joining
HCPPDF6619I                    time stamp: 07/11/10 21:21:57
HCPPDF6619I                   last change: VMSYS03
HCPPDF6619I PDR    slot 4          system: VMSYS04
HCPPDF6619I                         state: Down
HCPPDF6619I                    time stamp: 07/02/10 17:02:25
HCPPDF6619I                   last change: VMSYS02

• Cross-system serialization point on 
disk

• Must be a shared 3390 volume 
(VMCOM1)

• Created and Viewed with 
FORMSSI utility

• Contains information about member 
status

• Used for health-checking

• Heartbeat data
• Ensures that a stalled or stopped 

member can be detected

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Ok, so I’ve put the PDR for a few slides now, so what exactly is it? Well, it is a very important shared construct among all the members which contains important information about the state of each member in the cluster. It is a serialization point for the cluster and is used to track the state of affairs for our cluster. To make sure our member tracking is meaningful and accurate, each member will periodically provide and receive from other members, what’s called a PDR heartbeat. Essentially the heartbeat is a timestamp metric for us to make sure that everyone is still alive and kicking. If for some reason a member becomes unresponsive we’ll know about it.The PDR is created and monitored with the FORMSSI utility. There is only one PDR for the whole cluster, but the PDR can be moved if need be without a planned outage. 
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Ownership Checking – CP-Owned Volumes

• Each CP-owned volume in an SSI cluster will be marked with ownership information
• Cluster name
• System name of the owning member
• The marking is created using CPFMTXA

• Ensures that one member does not allocate CP data on a volume owned by another member
• Warm start, checkpoint, spool, paging, temporary disk, directory

• QUERY CPOWNED displays ownership information

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Now, as careful as we are with the shared system configuration file, we need to be very careful that we don’t, on one instance of CP, allocate warm start , checkpoint, spool, paging, tdisk, or directory data on a volume owned by another member. That’s when we tread on corruption territory, So one thing that we need to do for each CP_Owned volume, is mark it with ownership information. That information is just like a luggage tag, in that it identifies the name of the cluster, and the name of the system that owns it so that we respect it and don’t lose track of it.-OWNED and SHARED operands I don’t believe are relevant anymore, and are just kept for compatibility. Regardless, in an SSI they are ignored.IF you want to see this ownership information then you can issue a Q CPOWNED command, and that will show you what cluster owns the volume, and which members of that cluster own which volumes.No need to worry about OWN and SHARED on CP_OWNED definitionsIgnored on SSI members
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Defining Virtual Machines – Shared Source Directory

• All user definitions in a single shared source directory

• Run DIRECTXA on each member

• No system affinity (SYSAFFIN)

• Identical object directories on each member

• Single security context
• Each user has same access rights and privileges on each member

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Ok. The next attribute we’ll talk about is the user directory. Again, this is a shared directory, however you will need to run DIRECTXA on each member to “apply”. The benefit to the shared directory is that the object directories are identical on each user and each user is guaranteed to have the same access rights and privileges regardless of which member they are running on.
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Shared Source Directory – Virtual Machine Definition Types

•May log on to any member
•Only one member at a time

•General Workload
•Guest Operating Systems
•Service virtual machines requiring only one 
logon in the cluster

•May log on to multiple   
members at the same time 
(known by IDENTITY name)

•System support virtual 
machines

•Service virtual machines

Same definitions 
and resources 

on all members 

Single Configuration Virtual Machine            
(traditional)

USER
statement

Multiconfiguration Virtual Machine

IDENTITY
statement

Definitions 
and resources 

common 
to all members 

Definitions 
and resources 

unique to 
member 2

Definitions 
and resources 

unique to 
member 1

SUBCONFIG
statement

for member 1

SUBCONFIG
statement 

for member 2

+

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
There are 2 types of virtual machine definitions that we need to be aware of.Users – can be logged on to any member of the cluster, but can only be logged on to one member at a time. This is the traditional type of virtual machine, and is used for general workloads (users and applications), platforms for running guest operating systems, service virtual machines, and any servers that require only one logon to the cluster.The other type of machines are multiconfiguration, or IDENT virtual machines. These machines can be logged on to multiple members concurrently. The instances of anIDENT user may have common attributes which are defined under the IDENTITY statement, but can also be configured to access different resources based upon which member they are on. These are achieved via Subconfiguration statements under the IDENTITY statements. IDENT machines are used for system support user IDs like MAINT. This allows maint to perform various tasks on a member without needing to logoff of one machine  and logging on to another. This type is also useful for service virtual machines and servers which need to be running on each member (Like TCPIP).
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Cross-System Spool
• Spool files are managed cooperatively and shared among all members of an SSI cluster

• Single-configuration virtual machines (most users) have a single logical view of all of their spool files
• Access, manipulate, and transfer all files from any member where they are logged on.

• Regardless of which member they were created on

• Multiconfiguration virtual machines do not participate in cross-system spool
• Each instance only has access to files created on the member where it is logged on

• All spool volumes in the SSI cluster are shared (R/W) by all members
• Each member creates files on only the volumes that it owns
• Each member can access and update files on all volumes

SLOT VOL-ID RDEV TYPE  STATUS                   SSIOWNER SYSOWNER
10   M01S01 C4A8 OWN   ONLINE AND ATTACHED      CLUSTERA VMSYS01
11   M02S01 C4B8 SHARE ONLINE AND ATTACHED      CLUSTERA VMSYS02
12   M01S02 C4A9 OWN   ONLINE AND ATTACHED      CLUSTERA VMSYS01
13   M02S02 C4B9 SHARE ONLINE AND ATTACHED      CLUSTERA VMSYS02
14   M01S03 C4AA DUMP  ONLINE AND ATTACHED      CLUSTERA VMSYS01
15   M02S03 C4BA DUMP  ONLINE AND ATTACHED      CLUSTERA VMSYS02
16   ------ ---- ----- RESERVED                 -------- --------

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Now we mentioned spool volumes, and that they needed to be shared. This is because spool files can be accessed on any member of the cluster, regardless of where they were created. One thing to remember here is that there is a limit on the number of spool files per user which is normally 9999. In an SSI, this gets cut by 4, so that this cross system spooling can work. For standard users, the spool files they create can be accessed from wherever. They can be manipulated from anywhere. For Ident users however, they cannot participate in cross system spool. They can only access the files that were created on the member they are currently running on. That said, spool transfer services like RSCS can transfer files to the member where the MCVM resides so that it can access it.
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Cross-System SCIF (Single Console Image Facility)
• Allows a virtual machine (secondary user) to monitor and control one or more disconnected virtual machines (primary 

users)
• If both primary and secondary users are single configuration virtual machines (SCVM)

• Can be logged on different members of the SSI cluster
• If either primary or secondary user is a multiconfiguration virtual machine (MCVM)

• Both must be logged on to the same member in order for secondary user to function in that capacity
• If logged on different members and primary user is a MCVM

• SEND commands can be issued to primary user with AT sysname operand.
• Secondary user will not receive responses to SEND commands or other output from primary user
• Output from secondary user will only be received by primary user on the same member

Primary User or 
Observer

SECUSER or 
Observer

If Local If Remote

SCVM SCVM Yes Yes

SCVM MCVM Yes No

MCVM SCVM Yes No

MCVM MCVM Yes No

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Moving right along we have what’s called the Single Console Image Facility (SCIF) and that as well can be cross system. The facility allows one virtual machine (called the secondary user) to monitor and control another virtual machine (called the primary user). If both the primary and secondary users are standard, single configs, then it doesn’t matter where the users are in the cluster, everything will work as expected. If however a multi-config IDENT user is in play, then the SCIF facility will only work if both machines are on the same member.
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Cross-System CP commands
• AT command can be used to issue most privileged commands on a different active member

AT sysname CMD cmdname

AT sysname operand can be used to target virtual machines on different active member(s)

• MESSAGE (MSG)
• MSGNOH
• SEND
• SMSG
• WARNING

MSG userid AT sysname

• Single-configuration virtual machines are usually found wherever they are logged on
• Multiconfiguration virtual machines require explicit targeting
• CMS TELL and SENDFILE commands require RSCS in order to communicate with multiconfiguration virtual machines 

on other members

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So we can also use the AT command to issue most privileged commands to CP, by specifying the SYSNAME we want to target, and the CMD we want to issue.Likewise we have an AT sysname operand on a variety of commands which will let you target specific virtual machines on different, active members. For example,If I wanted to message a userid on a different member, I would say MSG, whatever userid I was trying to reach, AT, and then the SYSNAME of the member where they are located. 
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Cross-System Minidisk Management

• Minidisks can either be shared across all members or restricted to a single member
• CP Checks for conflicts throughout the cluster when a link is requested

• Virtual reserve/release for fullpack minidisks is supported across members
• Only supported on one member at a time for non-fullpack minidisks

• Volumes can be shared with systems outside the SSI cluster
• SHARED YES on RDEVICE statement or SET RDEVICE command
• Link conflicts must be managed manually
• Not eligible for minidisk cache
• Use with care

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Ok. A few more charts and attributes to discuss but we’re making good progress. As we noted earlier, minidisks can be shared across a cluster, or restricted to a single member, so how do we actually manage that across a cluster? Well, when a LINK command is issued, the members of the cluster exchange information to determine who has access to the minidisk, and makes sure that no conflicts exist. However, this conflict resolution will only hold water if the minidisk is exclusive to this cluster. You can technically share a minidisk outside of a cluster, but doing so is generally not recommended because CP can not automatically manage the link conflicts. The other thing here is that if a minidisk is shared outside the cluster, then it is NOT eligible for minidisk caching. If we hold to the suggested recommendation though, then CP will handle the link conflicts as well as allow for and manage minidisk caching on the volume whenever a write link is established.And if anyone is familiar with the virtual reserve/release support, that’s essentially a way for DASD volumes which are shared among strictly z/VM guests to have the serialization and reserve/release functions managed by CP, not by the hardware reserve/release function. That is supported across members for fullpack minidisks. 
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Member 1 Member 2

191

User 1

MDC

• Automatic minidisk cache 
management

User 2

R/O R/OR/W

MDC

Cross-System Minidisk Management….

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
What does that minidisk cache management look like? Well here’s a little graphic to help us out. Whenever we have a member that gets a write link to a minidisk (in this case, member 2), then we will stop using MDC on all other members (in this case member 1) so that we don’t wind up providing obsolete data to any guests with a read only link. When that write link is released, we can reinstantiate MDC on the R/O member and everything is golden and good to go.
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Real Device Management

• Unique identification of real devices within an SSI cluster
• Ensures that all members are using the same physical devices where required

• CP generates an equivalency identifier (EQID) for each disk volume and tape drive
• Physical device has same EQID on all members

• EQID for network adapters (CTC, FCP, OSA, Hipersockets) must be defined by system administrator
• Connected to same network/fabric
• Conveying same access rights

• EQIDS used to select equivalent device for live guest relocation and to assure data integrity

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So, that’s minidisk, but how do we make sure that the real device that one member is talking about, is the same real device as another member is talking about? Well, z/VM provides a way of uniquely identifying real devices so that we can ensure that members of a cluster are in fact using the same real device. WE do that by generating an Equivalency Identifier, or EQID, that is unique on a member level (because no other device has the same EQID) but the same from member to member (because we want each member to agree on what the real device is). Again, CP will do that for devices that uniquely identify themselves, like disk volumes and tape drives., ��For other devices like network adapters, CTCs, OSA adapters, etc…we need more information to make a unique identifier (like the access rights to a specific device or the network fabric we’re connected to). For those devices we can define a unique EQID with the SET RDEVICE command. The EQIDS are very important for LGR, because we need to make sure we have what we need on the destination member after all!
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Virtual Networking Management

• Assignment of MAC addresses by CP is coordinated across an SSI cluster
• Ensure that new MAC addresses aren’t being used by any member
• Guest relocation moves a MAC address to another member

• Each member of a cluster should have identical network connectivity
• Virtual switches with same name defined on each member
• Same (named) virtual switches on different members should have physical OSA ports connected 

to the same physical LAN segment.
• Assured by EQID assignments

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
And finally, we wrap up with Virtual Networking Management. So the assignment of ethernet, media access control devices (MAC addresses) is coordinated across an SSI. The members of a cluster will talk with each other and ensure that a MAC address is not already inuse by another member. When we relocate a guest, we will also relocate his MAC address.The other big thing from the virtual network side, is that each member of a cluster needs to have identical network connectivity. Because of this we need to make sure that VSWITCHES have the same name on each member and that each members vswitch is also connected to the same Physical LAN, which can be assured by the EQID assigments for those devices.
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SSI Cluster Operation
• A system that is configured as a member of an SSI cluster joins the cluster during IPL

• Verifies that its configuration is compatible with the cluster
• Establishes communication with other members

HCPPLM1669I Waiting for ISFC connectivity in order to join the SSI cluster.    
HCPFCA2706I Link JFSSIA1 activated by user SYSTEM.                             
HCPKCL2714I Link device 921A added to link JFSSIA1.                            
HCPALN2702I Link JFSSIA1 came up.                                              
HCPACQ2704I Node JFSSIA1 added to collection.                                  

HCPPLM1697I The state of SSI system JFSSIA2 has changed from DOWN to JOINING
HCPPLM1698I The mode of the SSI cluster is IN-FLUX
HCPXHC1147I Spool synchronization with member JFSSIA1 initiated.               
HCPPLM1697I The state of SSI system JFSSIA2 has changed from JOINING to JOINED
HCPPLM1698I The mode of the SSI cluster is IN-FLUX 
HCPXHC1147I Spool synchronization with member JFSSIA1 completed.               
HCPNET3010I Virtual machine network device configuration changes are permitted 
HCPPLM1698I The mode of the SSI cluster is STABLE

• Members leave the SSI cluster when they shut down
HCPPLM1697I The state of SSI system JFSSIA2 has changed from JOINED to LEAVING
HCPPLM1698I The mode of the SSI cluster is IN-FLUX
HCPPLM1697I The state of SSI system JFSSIA2 has changed from LEAVING to DOWN
HCPPLM1698I The mode of the SSI cluster is IN-FLUX 
HCPPLM1698I The mode of the SSI cluster is STABLE

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So I just have a couple quick charts on cluster management, just to get our feet wet. So, when a member joins the SSI cluster at IPL time a couple things happen. First step, CP verifies that the configuration is compatible with the cluster, second step, the member establishes communication with the other members. This is called the join process. In this code snipped we see our member JFSSIA2 is coming on the cluster. Once we register that the member is joining, we put the cluster into an INFLUX state, so that CP knows to halt anything that requires the cluster be STABLE. In other words, anything that requires everyone be on the same page. Once we verify all we need to verify, we will mark JFSSIA2 as joined and ask all other members if we’re ready to go back to stable. If we are, we do so and then our member has successfully joined the cluster.On shutdown it’s a similar story. We’ll mark the member as leaving and again put the cluster into the same INFLUX state. Once the member registers as DOWN we will communicate with the remaining UP members to see if we can return to a STABLE state and resume normal operation.
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Reliability and Integrity of Shared Data and Resources
• Normal operating mode

• All members communicate and sharing resources
• Guests have access to same resources on all members

• Cluster-wide policing of resource access
• Volume ownership marking
• Coordinated minidisk link checking
• Automatic minidisk cache management
• Single logon enforcement

• Unexpected failure causes automatic “safing” of the cluster
• Communications failure between any members
• Unexpected system failure of any member
• Existing running workloads continue to run
• New access to shared resources are “locked down” until failure is resolved

• Most failures are resolved automatically
• Manual intervention may be required

• SET SSI membername DOWN command
• REPAIR IPL parameter

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Under normal operation, all of our members are communicating and sharing happily. As guests are running, CP is constantly policing things, making sure that our volume ownership marking is good to go, that our minidisk access’ are happening as they should and not happening if they shouldn’t, for non-IDENT users we’re making sure that only a single instance of a VM is running in the cluster at a time. Sometimes however, things go wrong. WE have a member who fails to communicate. If we have unexpected failures (which we detect because the heartbeat has gone away), then we will put the cluster into a mode called SAFE, where existing workloads continue to RUN, but we don’t allow any relocations across the cluster, and any new access’s to shared resources are put on hold until the failure is resolved.In most cases the failures are minor hiccups or blips that work themselves out naturally, but we do have ways to manually get back to normal if need be.The SET SSI membername DOWN command will try to force a member out of the communication and get the remaining, non problematic users back into a stable state. We also have a REPAIR IPL parm which can be used to bypass SSI cluster initialization and management tasks (similar to a NOAUTOLOG for a problem user).
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Summary
• An SSI Cluster makes it easier to:

• Manage and balance resources and workloads (move work to resources)
• Schedule maintenance without disrupting key workloads
• Test workloads in different environments
• Operate and manage multiple z/VM images

• Reliable sharing of resources and data

• Allow sufficient time to plan for an SSI cluster
• Migration from current environment
• Configuration
• Sharing resources and data

• Plan for extra
• CPU capacity
• Disk capacity
• Memory
• CTC connections
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